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1 Introduction

[All text is normative unless otherwise labeled]

1.1 Normative References


1.2 Non-Normative References


2 Approved Errata

The following are the approved errata to the OASIS XACML v3.0 standard.

2.1 Definition of Target

Change to section 1.1.1 Preferred terms, line 91 - 93, page 11

Remove:

Target
The set of decision requests, identified by definitions for resource, subject and action that a rule, policy, or policy set is intended to evaluate

Add:

Target
An element of an XACML rule, policy, or policy set which matches specified values of resource, subject, environment, action, or other custom attributes against those provided in the request context as a part of the process of determining whether the rule, policy, or policy set is applicable to the current decision.

2.2 Reference to INFOSET

Change to section 1.4 Normative References, page 12

Add:

[INFOSET] XML Information Set (Second Edition), W3C Recommendation
4 February 2004, available at https://www.w3.org/TR/xml-infoset/

2.3 Namespace Context for XPath Expressions

Change to section 5.30, line 2494, page 59

Add:

The namespace context for the value of the Path attribute is given by the [in-scope namespaces] [INFOSET] of the <AttributeSelector> element.

Change to section A.2 Data-types, lines 4050 - 4052, page 106

Remove:

When the value is encoded in an <AttributeValue> element, the namespace context is given by the <AttributeValue> element and an XML attribute called XPathCategory gives the category of the <Content> element where the expression applies.

Add:

When the value is encoded in an <AttributeValue> element, the namespace context is given by the [in-scope namespaces] (see [INFOSET]) of the <AttributeValue> element, and an XML attribute called XPathCategory gives the category of the <Content> element where the expression applies.
2.4 Number of Minor Status Codes
Change to section 5.55, lines 3025 - 3026, page 71

Remove:
The <StatusCode> element contains a major status code value and an optional sequence of
minor status codes.

Add:
The <StatusCode> element contains a major status code value and an optional recursive series
of minor status codes.

2.5 Keyword Usage
Change to section A.3.5 Logical functions, line 4259, page 111

Remove:
Note: When evaluating and, or, or n-of, it MAY NOT be necessary to attempt a full evaluation of
each

Add:
Note: When evaluating and, or, or n-of, it may not be necessary to attempt a full evaluation of
each

2.6 Policy Identifier List
Change to section 5.48, lines 2922 - 2925

Remove:
If the ReturnPolicyIdList attribute in the <Request> is true (see section 5.42), a PDP that
implements this optional feature MUST return a list of all policies which were found to be fully
applicable. That is, all policies where both the <Target> matched and the <Condition> evaluated
to true, whether or not the <Effect> was the same or different from the <Decision>.

Add:
If the ReturnPolicyIdList attribute in the <Request> is true (see section 5.42), a PDP that
implements this optional feature MUST return a list which includes the identifiers of all policies
which were found to be fully applicable, whether or not the <Effect> (after Rule combining) was
the same or different from the <Decision>. The list MAY include the identifiers of other policies
which are currently in force, as long as no policies required for the decision are omitted. A PDP
MAY satisfy this requirement by including all policies currently in force, or by including all policies
which were evaluated in making the decision, or by including all policies which did not evaluate to
“NotApplicable”, or by any other algorithm which does not omit any policies which contributed to
the decision. However, a decision which returns “NotApplicable” MUST return an empty list.

2.7 Attribute Selector Result
Change to section 5.30, lines 2499 – 2500, page 59

Remove:
This attribute governs whether the element returns “Indeterminate” or an empty bag in the event
the XPath expression selects no node.

Add:
This attribute governs whether the element returns “Indeterminate” or an empty bag in the event that the attributes category specified by the Category attribute does not exist in the request context, or the attributes category does exist but it does not have a <Content> child element, or the <Content> element does exist but the XPath expression selects no node.

Change to section 7.3.7, lines 3326 - 3327, page 79

Remove:

1. Construct an XML data structure suitable for xpath processing from the <Content> element in the attributes category given by the Category attribute.

Add:

1. If the attributes category given by the Category attribute is not found or does not have a <Content> child element, then the return value is either “Indeterminate” or an empty bag as determined by the MustBePresent attribute; otherwise, construct an XML data structure suitable for xpath processing from the <Content> element in the attributes category given by the Category attribute.

Change to section 7.3.7, line 3346, page 79

Add:

If the evaluation returns an empty sequence of nodes, then the return value is either “Indeterminate” or an empty bag as determined by the MustBePresent attribute.

2.8 Spurious start-tag

Change to section 5.44, line 2808, page 66

Remove:

</xs:complexType><xs:complexType name="SubjectType">

Add:

</xs:complexType>

2.9 Relocate Attributes Text

Change to section 5.42 Element <Request>, lines 2744 - 2747, page 65

Remove:

The <Request> element contains <Attributes> elements. There may be multiple <Attributes> elements with the same Category attribute if the PDP implements the multiple decision profile, see [Multi]. Under other conditions, it is a syntax error if there are multiple <Attributes> elements with the same Category (see Section 7.19.2 for error codes).

Change to section 5.42 Element <Request>, following line 2776, page 65

Add:

The <Request> element contains <Attributes> elements. There may be multiple <Attributes> elements with the same Category attribute if the PDP implements the multiple decision profile, see
[Multi]. Under other conditions, it is a syntax error if there are multiple <Attributes> elements with the same Category (see Section 7.19.2 for error codes).

### 2.10 Correct Misspellings

Correct the following misspellings. Line numbers refer to approved core specification.

- Section 5.14, line 2094: typos: “by the PDP. The corresponding obligations”
- Section 5.16, line 2122: typos: “occurrence of the <CombinerParameters>”
- Section 5.18, line 2162: typo: “<RuleCombinerParameters>”
- Section 5.19, line 2188: typo: “<PolicyCombinerParameters>”
- Section 5.20, line 2217: typo: “<PolicySetCombinerParameters>”
- Section 5.21, line 2272: typos: “by the PDP. The corresponding obligations”...
- Section 5.36, line 2590: typo: “obligation, expressions”
- Section 5.48, line 2983: typo: “policies”

### 2.11 Remove Obsolete Identifier

In section 8.1, line 3674 remove: “SubjectCategory”.

### 2.12 Add two Identifiers to Table of Identifiers

Add the following identifiers to the table in section 10.2.6.

- `urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:2.0:resource:target-namespace`
- `urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:action:action-namespace`
3 Conformance

This document does not add any additional conformance requirements.
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